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Star Code Reference Guide 
Feature Description Turn On Turn Off 

All Call Forwarding Forward All Incoming Calls to Another 

Number 

Dial *72, enter a forwarding 

number, press # 

Dial *73# 

Anonymous Call Reject Reject incoming calls with blocked or private 

numbers. 

Dial *77# Dial *87# 

Blacklist (Add/Remove) Add and Remove telephone numbers to and 

from the blacklist. 

Dial *27, the number you 

want to add to the blacklist, 

then press # 

Dial *28, the number 

you want to remove 

from the blacklist, 

then press # 

Blacklist (Enable/Disable) Enable/Disables the blacklist feature, which 

rejects incoming calls from numbers that 

have been added to the blacklist. 

Dial *25# Dial *26# 

Call Forward Busy Forwards all incoming calls to another 

number when your line is busy. 

Dial *90# Dial *91# 

Call Forward No Answer Sends missed calls to voicemail or to another 

number. 

Dial *92# Dial *93# 

Call Return Calls the last number that called you. Does 

not work on phone numbers that have 

blocked caller ID. 

Dial *69# N/A 

Caller ID Block (all calls) When Turned On, blocks your name and 

number on all outgoing calls. When Turned 

Off, shows your name and number on all 

outgoing calls. 

Dial *31# Dial *32# 

Caller ID Block (single call) When Turned On, blocks your name and 

number on a per call basis. When Turned 

Off, shows your name and number on a per 

call basis. 

Dial *67, the number you 

are calling, then press # 

Dial *82, the number 

you are calling, then 

press # 

Call Waiting (all calls) Plays an audible tone when an incoming call 

is waiting to be answered for all calls. 

Dial *43# Dial *44# 
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Call Waiting (single call) Plays an audible tone when an incoming call 

is waiting to be answered for only one call. 

Dial *70#, the number you 

are calling, then press # 

Call Waiting resumes 

when you end your 

call 

Do Not Disturb Prevents all incoming calls from ringing 

through, sending callers to voicemail or 

giving them a busy signal if voicemail is 

disabled. 

Dial *78# Dial *79# 

Speed Dial Updated a number to the speed dial list. 

There are 10 available speed dials, labeled 

from 01 – 10. 

Dial *75, the speed dial slot 

(01 – 10), number you 

want to add to the speed 

dial, then press # 

N/A 

VIP (Add/Remove) Add and Remove telephone numbers to and 

from the VIP list. 

Dial *61, the number you 

want to add to the VIP list, 

then press # 

Dial *62, the number 

you want to remove 

from the VIP list, 

then press # 

VIP (Enable/Disable) Rings the phone distinctively when a caller is 

on the VIP list. 

Dial *63# Dial *64# 

Voicemail (Enable/Disable) Sends callers to voicemail if the phone is not 

answered after a set number of seconds. 

Dial *84# Dial *85# 

Voicemail (Call) Voicemail access. Dial *86# N/A 

 


